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Abstract – A proposal for the complete suppression of spurs
arising from cutting off the phase in the direct digital frequency
synthesis phase accumulator is implemented and tested. The
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FH-SS) frequency
synthesizer scheme is proposed for generating RF carrier in the
HF band. The synthesizer was realized by combining Direct
Digital Frequency Synthesis (DDFS or DDS) and Phase Locked
Loop (PLL). In order to illustrate performance of the proposed
scheme,corresponding measurements were performed.
Keywords – Modulation, Reference clock, PLL, DDS,
Synthesizer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Generating carrier signals is of paramount importance in
radio communication systems. The performance of this signal
defines the basic characteristics of the radio transmitters, such
as the spectral purity of the output signal, the phase noise of
the transmitter, the stability and output frequency resolution,
etc. The requirements regarding carrier frequency in agile
radio-communication systems (FH-SS) are additionally
complex when the synthesizer is realized. In addition, there is
a requirement for a rapid change in the frequency of the
carrier. The most commonly used technique for generating a
carrier is the phase synthesis based on the Phase Locked Loop
(PLL). The PLL-based frequency synthesizer isnot complex,
providing a relatively wide range of frequencies that could be
generated and a good suppression of parasitic signals
comparing to the level of the useful signal. The main
disadvantages are the inability to achieve a high resolution
and a relatively long time of switching from one frequency to
another [1].
Another widely used technique is Direct Digital Frequency
Synthesis (DDS), which is increasingly used in modern radiocommunication systems, alone or in combination with PLL.
Since DDS isbased on digital operations, it is possible to
achieve a very rapid change in output frequencies, which is
especially important with the Frequency Hopping Spread
Spectrum (FH-SS) system. In addition, the DDS provide a
large output resolution, low phase noise, a high ratio of
minimum and maximum output frequency, the ability to
perform all types of digital modulations, continuous linear
change of output frequency, etc [2].
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However, in comparison with PLL synthesis, DDS has a
limited range of output frequency and higher level of parasitic
(undesirable) spectral components. Since the level of spurs in
the DDS output signal is unacceptable in most RF wireless
applications, the direct use of DDS to generate carrier signals
in the transmitter is not appropriate. The situation is worse in
the case of radio transmitters with non-linear amplifiers.
The realization of agile synthesizers in the HF band
(2-30 MHz) is additionally complex because the VoltageControlled Oscillator (VCO) that should to "cover" the
frequency range consisting of four octaves. Therefore, in
order to cover the HF band with one VCO, the ratio of the
capacitance of the varicap diode Cvmax/Cvmin = 225 is required,
which today's technology does not support. In this case, it is
necessary to realize a number of VCOs that would be
switched on depending on the desired frequency. However, in
FH-SS systems where fast switching from one frequency to
another is required, the use of multiple oscillators depending
on the desired frequency is not an acceptable solution due to
the relatively long oscillator stabilization time after it is
switched on. On the other hand, the simultaneous operation of
more VCOs creates difficulties to ensure their mutual
isolation to achieve the spectral purity of the output signal.
Bearing in mind the previously mentioned problems of
generating carrier frequencies in the FH-SS systems of the HF
band, and using the advantages provided separately by PLL
and DDS, the hybrid FH-SS synthesizer for generating carrier
frequencies in the HF band is proposed, implemented and
analysed.First, a brief overview of the source of undesired
signals in the DDS is given, as well as the proposal of their
suppression. Also, a block diagram of the hybrid synthesizer
for generating RF carrier signals in the HF band is proposed
and described. Finally, the results of the measurements are
shown, together with the corresponding conclusions.

II. PROPOSED DESIGN
A. Suppression of Spurs due to Phase Shortening in DDS
As said, one of the basic disadvantages of DDS is its
spectral impurity. In a DDS there are several sources of
undesired spectral components, two of which are the most
important. The first source is the resolution of the Digital to
AnalogConverter (DAC), which leads to an error due to the
quantization of the sine wave signal. In the frequency domain,
quantization errorsappear as discrete spectral components at
the DAC output. Increasing the DAC resolution reduces the
quantization error and, therefore, the level of unwanted
spectral components in the reconstructed sine wave. The ratio
of the useful signal powerto the quantum noise is determined
as SQR = 1.76 + 6n (dB), where n represents the number of
bits in the resolution of the DAC.
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T second soource of the sppurs is causedd by the shortening
The
of thhe word of the phase accum
mulator. Nameely, if the lenggth of
the word in the phase
p
accumullator is A, onlly P higher bits are
usedd in the phasse amplitude conversion. Apparently, phase
p
erroors that are inntroduced by shortening
s
thee accumulatorr will
cause errors in the
t amplitudees during thee process of phase
p
connversion into amplitude of
o the DDS. These errors are
periiodic and reggardless of the selected woord for settinng the
outpput frequencyy, after a certaain time the accumulator
a
p
phase
andd the shorteneed phase willl match. Sincce these ampllitude
erroors are periodiic in the time domain, theyy appear as spectral
linees in the freqquency domaiin (known ass phase trunccation
spurs). Fig. 1 shoows the A-bitt phase accum
mulator. The higher
h
P bits
b are the phhase words (biits used for thhe phase-ampllitude
connversion). As for phase resolution,
r
loower A-P bits are
trunncated. The tuuning word, T,, consists of A-1
A least signifficant
bitss. It can be shhown that thee size and disstribution of phase
p
trunncation spurs depends on: accumulatoor length (A bits),
phaase word size (P bits); thaat is number of
o phase bits after
trunncation, as well
w
as size of setup worrd (T). A prrecise
analysis of trunccation spurs distribution
d
iss complex [3]], [4].
Som
me practical methods forr calculating the locationn and
ampplitude of the spurs in relatiion to differennt DDS param
meters
are given in [5].

Fig. 1. Phase accumulator

T tuning woords that give the maximum
The
m level of spurrs are
A
thosse that satisfyy the followingg: GCD (T, 2A-P
) = 2A-P-1, where
w
GCD (X,Y) is thhe greatest com
mmon divisorr of X and Y.. Any
tuniing word wiith 1 at position 2A-P-1 and
a
0 in alll less
signnificant positions will give the worst levvel of spurs due
d to
phaase shorteningg (Fig. 1). On the other hannd, there are setup
worrds that do noot lead to phaase shorteningg, and they do
d not
gennerate phase truncation sppurs. Such tuuning words must
satisfy GCD (T, 2A-P) = 2A-P. Any tuning words that do
d not
p
meeet the previouus condition will cause sppurs due to phase
shortening.
P
Phase
ditherinng can reduuce the energy of the spurs;
s
how
wever, it is paaid by increaseed noisepoweer and by increased
the phase noise. Previous research related too phase shortening
spurs generally provided some
s
improvvements withh the
deggradation of soome other charracteristics [6-8].
B
Based
on the previous
p
analyysis, it can be concluded thaat the
worrds T that causse spurs due to
t shortening of
o the phase give
g a
nonn-integer ratio of the input and output frrequencies, (F
FS/F0).
In the
t case whenn an integer ratio
r
(FS/F0) iss provided foor any
freqquency from the
t DDS geneerating range,, the effects due
d to
phaase shorteningg could be avvoid. In this case, the woord T
wouuld have all zero at (A-P
P) lower posittions in the phase
p
accuumulator. On
O this wayy, the spurss due to phase
p
shorteningare completely supppressed in thee output signal. In
16

order to avoid sspurs due to phase shorteening of the,, we
prop
posevariable the referencce frequency
y of the DDS,
D
calcu
ulated as:
FS=F0*2A/Tint,

(1)

wherre: A is lengthh of the accum
mulator, Tint iss the integer word
w
for tuning
t
the freequency defined by the (P--1) bits of Figg. 1,
wherre the remaiining (A-P) bits are alw
ways zero. From
F
exprression (1) wee can concludee that the outp
put frequencyy can
be generated
g
for different
d
inpuut frequency values,
v
depennding
on th
he word Tint, meaning
m
that the ratio of the
t maximum
m and
miniimum frequenncy at the inpuut and outputt does not havve to
be th
he same.
Th
he question arises,
a
how too generate a variable
v
reference
(systtem) frequenncy that willl provide an
ninteger ratioo of
referrence and ouutput frequenncy, in orderr to ensure high
spectral purity, while
w
keep alll the advantaages of DDS. We
prop
pose a solutionn to this probblem through the realizatioon of
the agile
a
synthesizzer of RF carrrier frequenciees in the HF baand.
B. Model
M
of HF/ FHSS
F
Synthesiizer
Th
he block diaggram of the pproposed FH--SS/HF frequeency
synth
hesizer is giveen in Fig. 2. T
The proposed
d scheme uses two
DDS
Ss. The first DDS-1
D
is trigggered by a fix
xed frequencyy FC,
and provides a reference
r
signnal FR for a phase loop that
geneerates signals in the VHF band (60-90 MHz). The PLL
output signal prrovides for DDS-2 a variable reference
frequ
uency FS, whiich is the integger of the outp
put HF frequeency.
For each output frequency
f
F0, the word fo
or tuning (Tuuning
word
d-2) is selected so that the iinput frequenccy FS is an intteger
of F0. Also, realizzed VHF bandd contains an
ny frequency from
f
the HF
H band multtiplied by thee integervaluee. In this wayy, we
secured the suppreession of spurrs caused by phase shorteninng.

Fig.
F 2. Block diaagram of the FH
H-SS/HF frequeency synthesizeer

Th
he proposed PLL
P
configurration uses a "unit" phase loop
without multiplyinng the referennce frequency
y, FR. The ouutput
frequ
uency of the PLL (FVCO= FS) is equall to the reference
frequ
uency FR, so the unit loopp acts as a narrrowband filteer at
the reference
r
freqquency FR. Thhe width of th
he band around FR
defin
nes the param
meters of the P
PLL, the natu
ural frequencyy ωn
and the dampingg factor ξ. Inn the output signal specttrum
(FVCCO), the phasse loop will suppress parasitic
p
spectral
comp
ponents locateed outside thee bandwidth of
o the PLL. Inn this
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way, the broadband parasitic components and components due
to phase shortening, which are present in the reference signal
FR generated by DDS-1 are suppressed. Changing the output
frequency of the PLL is done by changing the frequency of
DDS-1, which results in a high resolution in the output signal
(resolution offered by DDS-1).
Furthermore, in the phase loop there is no multiplication of
the reference frequency, so the level of the phase noise of the
output signal in the bandwidth of the PLL is equal to the
phase noise of the DDS together with the noise generated by
the Phase-Frequency Detector (PFD), by the Charge Pump,
and by the Loop Filter. Outside of the bandwidth of the PLL,
the phase noise is generated by Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO). Depending on a system oscillator (FC), DDS-1 can
provide a relatively small level of phase noise, and a low level
of the phase noise of the output signal of the PLL can be
achieved by careful selection of the phase loop components.
The phase noise at the output of the synthesizer will be less
for 20*log(FS/F0) in comparison with the phase noise of the
output signal of PLL.
The phase loop parameters - natural frequency ωn and
damping factor ξ, for the second order unit phase loop and
passive filter, are determined using the expressions [9]:

n 

K0I p
2C

, 

RC
2

K0 I p
2C

(2)

In Fig. 3, the spectrum of the signal of frequency
F0 = 5.5 MHz is given, in the cases where the system
frequency, FS, for DDS-2 is not an integer multiplier of the
output frequency, (FS/F0 = 13.6363), as well as FS is the
integermultiplier of the output frequency (FS/F0 = 14). In the
first case (Fig. 3a), the in the output signal arepresent discrete
spectral components due to phase shortening. On the other
hand, in the case of integer ratio FS/F0 (Fig. 3b), these spectral
components are completely suppressed.

(a)

where K0 (radians/second/volt) is the slope of VCO and Ip(A)
is current of the Charge pump. Because of the relatively high
reference frequency, it is possible to achieve larger ωn which
provides a higher bandwidth of phase loop that is less lock
time. The phase looplock time is defined as:
Ts = - ln ((fe/Δf) (1-ξ2) 1/2))/(ωnξ),

(3)

where fe is an acceptable frequency error, Δf is initial
frequency error or initial offset [10]. By pre-voltage VP a
small initial offset (Δf = FVCO – FR) can be achieved, after
which the PLL with high ωn will quickly reduce the frequency
error to an acceptable level fe. For example, for Δf = 100 KHz,
fe = 100 Hz, ξ = 0,707 and ωn = 500 KHz the lock time is
Ts = 2.23 μs. By selecting a new frequency, the corresponding
value of the VP pre-voltage variation is read from the memory
so that the VCO is almost instantly placed very close to the
desired frequency. The remaining phase difference is very
quickly eliminated by the phase loop. In this way, we get a
quick change in the output frequencies, which is especially
important in FH-SS systems [11].

III. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS
In order to illustrate the possibility of the hybrid synthesizer
configuration given in Fig. 2, the chips DDSAD9954 and
PLLADF4002 were used. The VCO is realized in the VHF
band (60-90 MHz), while the frequencies in the HF band are
generated using DDS-2, as an integer part of the output
frequency of the PLL.

(b)
Fig. 3. Spectrum of the signal for: (a) FS/F0 =13.6363, (b) FS/F0 =14

Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the spectrum of the frequency
signal F0 = 15.625 MHz in the cases where the system
frequencyand output frequency are in different ratios. In the
case where system frequency FS = 75 MHz (Fig. 4a) is not
integer multiplier of output frequency (FS/F0 = 4.8), the
spectral components arepresent due to phase shortening. The
spectrum of the same signal, for FS = 78.125 MHz, where the
ratio of frequencies is integer (FS/F0 = 5) illustrate the
complete suppression of these spectral components (Fig. 4b).
As we said, the output and input frequencies are not
uniquely related meaning that we can generate the output
frequency for another integer ratio FS/F0. Fig. 4c shows the
spectrum of the frequency signal F0 = 15.625 MHz, with the
system frequency FS = 62.5 MHz, where the ratio FS/F0 = 4.
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By comparing Figs. 4b and 4c, a difference in the noise level
can be observed. The increased noise level in Fig. 4c in
relation to Fig. 4b is due to a lower frequency of
measurement, thereby increasing the spectral power density
due to the quantization of the output signal. Therefore, from
the available range of frequencies FS, one should choose the
one with the highest integer ratio to the output frequency.

(a)

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the lock time of phase loop. For the
specified parametersinitial frequency error Δf = 100 KHz and
the loop parameters: ωn = 200 KHz, ξ ≈ 0.7, the lock time is
within 10 μs, while the calculated value for the allowed error
fe = 100 Hz is Ts = 8.165 μs. Practically, pre-voltage VP in the
VHF band can reduce error Δf ≤ 10 KHz, which would allow
lock time Ts= 2.23 μs for ωn = 500 KHz.

Fig. 5. PLL lock time for Δf = 100 KHz, ωn = 200 KHz, ξ ≈ 0.7

IV. CONCLUSION

(b)

In this paper, a solution for generating the FH-SS signal in
the HF band is proposed. In that context, the proposal for
suppression of spurs due to phase shortening in DDS
isverified through the measurement results. The proposed
synthesizer has better performances in comparison with
signals generated separately by DDS or PLL. A small level of
the phase noise of the output signalis achieved, together with
short lock time (order of μs), high resolution and spectral
purity of the output signal. Also, with the proposed
synthesizer the problem of covering more octaves is solved, as
well as requirement for voltage-controlled oscillators in the
HF band. At the same time, advantages of DDS are retained,
such as the possibility of digital modulation, RF signal
shaping, output frequency sweep, good suppression of
harmonics, etc. Finally, by modifying the proposed scheme it
is possible to generate signals in the UHF and microwave
bandthat could be the subject of future research.
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